
MAINTENANCE STATION FOR AUTOMATIC GEARBOX
Reference : HU 8011

Item name MAINTENANCE STATION FOR AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

EAN code 3701555310107

Intro This assisted maintenance station is a prevention tool. Its role is to extend the life of 
automatic gearboxes, which are difficult to repair and have a very heavy financial cost in 
case of replacement. The role of oil in an automatic transmission is fundamental, the 
majority of problems can be avoided with proper preventive maintenance. Contrary to a 
traditional gravity oil change which will remove 60% of the residues, it has been 
specially designed by our team of specialists to clean the entire interior of the automatic 
gearbox without any dismantling. Easy to use, fully automatic, and thanks to its included 
technical data (12,000 models) and its 19 sets of fittings compatible with the majority of 
vehicles on the market, it assists you at each step of the procedure. You can easily follow, 
update and control the machine through the included removable LCD tablet.

Text Features:
- 100% ATF oil replacement
- internal washing of the automatic gearbox
- internal flushing with additives
- internal washing of the heat exchanger

Product highlight Warning light, for working in hidden time

Contents Contents:
- automatic station
- LCD shelf
- access to technical procedures



- integrated drawer with 18 pair of hydraulic connections :
HU 8012, HU 8014, HU 8015, HU 8017, HU 8019, HU 8020, HU 8022, HU 8024, HU 
8026, HU 8037, HU 8039, HU 8043, HU 8044, HU 8045, HU 8046, HU 8066, HU 8071, 
HU 8073, HU 8087, HU 8089

Advice In order to be able to use this station in the best conditions, we recommend that you have 
a stable internet connection on site, as well as a diagnostic device, capable of reading the 
fault codes of the automatic transmissions for the most recent models.

Warranty period 2 years

Tension 220V

More Products with electrical plug

Video link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkt8sD64UdA

Capacity (ml) 15,000.00 ml

Capacity (l) 15.00 l

Tariff code Tariff Equipment (TE)

Warranty ProcedureINTERVENTION

Customer benefit No commitment (no oil contract)

*Public price Exl. Tax : €6,700.00
*Applicable user fees from 01/09/2023 to 31/08/2024

CLAS EQUIPEMENTS
83, chemin de la CROUZA
73800 CHIGNIN
France

Tel : +33 (0) 4 79 72 62 22
Fax : 

Monday to Friday - From 8 to 
12h30 and from 14h to 17h30 
(16h30 on Friday)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkt8sD64UdA

